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picop
It is one of the castellanizaciones of pick up.  It is a type of truck with an outdoor cargo area (it has No body).  Also used
stung or picap.  In Colombia picop or stung a very strident musical instrument speaker is very large.  It is widely used in
Barranquilla and the Atlantic coast and placed in the streets.

picor
Annoying sensation in the skin produced by hives.  Desires to scratch.  Piquiña , itching , hives , scratches , pruritus ,
stinging .  It can also mean cravings, desires, desires, longings, commitment, eagerness. 

picos
Plural of Pico.  Colloquially means kisses.  Oral apparatus of birds.  Tools used to dig into the earth.  In statistics, times
when the highest point of a reading or counting is detected.  End, Max.

picoso
It means it holds with encouragement, with enthusiasm.  Dynamic, lively, enthusiastic, lively, skilful, active. 

picota
Name of Bogota Jail .  Stone column more or less ornate.  A scroll or stone column, which was at the entrance of some
places, where the heads of the executed, or the convicts, were publicly exposed.  Somewhat elongated cherry variety
name.  Augmentative of pike . 

picotin
Twelfth part of the quarter.  Weeds, weeds from the land to be cultivated.  Stubble. 

picotín
Twelfth part of a quarter. 

picó
It's a stinging inflection.  It can mean breaking into pieces, splitting or also biting the hook.  Pinch, puncture, carve or
sting.  It can also mean feeling scosor, burning, irritation.  It is also the way to call on the Colombian Atlantic Coast a
large and very sonorous player.

picón
Augmentative of pico.  Big beaks bird.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  In Yopal, Casanare in Colombia is
the name of a sidewalk and a pipe.

picte
It is a word of Nahuatl origin that means hard, compact, solid, hardened.  It is also a kind of tamal. 

picua
In Colombia it is the same as picuda, which has a long or large beak.   Big-beaked. 



picual
Olive variety that is grown the most in Spain.  It is also called lopereño, marsño, nevadillo.  Name of the fruits and a
variety of olive trees.  Its scientific name is Olea europaea and belongs to the family Oleaceae.  It is characterized by its
high oil production and by having its fruits a small tip or apex. 

picucho
It means drunk, drunk.  Drunk.  A person who is drunk or consumes a lot of liquor.  Drinker. 

picuda
Name of a pest that affects the coconut palm and some other palms.  It is also known as the red palm weevil
(Rhynchophorus ferrugineus).  It is a weevil-like beetle in the Curculionidae family.  It is another of the common names
by which the barracuda or sea tiger is known, a very voracious marine fish.  Its generic name is Sphyraena and it
belongs to the family Sphyraenidae.  It means that it has an elongated beak or proboscis.  Long or elongated beak. 

picudas
Plural of picuda .  It means that they have a peak.  It also means pointed, chuzudas, which have a punch or a tip. 

picudo
Long, pointed bill.  Pointed, pointed.  It is the name of one of the most severe pests that attacks cotton crops.  It's a little
coleopter.  Its scientific name is Anthonomus grandis Boheman of the family Curculionidae .

picul
It is a measure of traditional weight in Asia, which is defined as charging that a man can endure in the man or.  It is also
known as Tam.  Load, bulk.

picure
In Colombia is one of the names that receives a rodent of medium size, very short ears that is also known with the
names of aguti, guatín, guatuza, cherenga, jochi, ñeque.  Its scientific name is Dasyprocta punctata and belongs to the
family Dasyproctidae .

picure o guagua
They are two of the common names given in Colombia to a medium-sized, very short-eared rodent that is also known by
the names aguti, guatín, guatuza, cherenga, jochi, ñeque.  Its scientific name is Dasyprocta punctata and belongs to the
Dasyproctidae family. 

picú
In some parts of Spain it is a way of calling a record player.  In Colombia it is said picó. 

picúa
Beaked is also used.  It means that it has a large beak.  Also in Colombia it is a kind of fish and a kind of spider.  It is
one of the common names of a very voracious marine fish.  It is also known as barracuda or espitón.  Its scientific name
is Sphyraena barracuda and belongs to the family Sphyraenidae.  Regarding the spider, also known as spider, jewel,
soldier spider or baker spider.  Its scientific name is Gasteracantha cancriformis and belongs to the family Araneidae. 

pidgin



Jargon used in ports.  mixing of several languages or dialects. 

piducana
I mean person born in Talca (Chile).  Native of Talca.  They are named after the estuary of the region called Pudico. 
Telativo to Pudico or Talca (Maule Region, in Chile).  It can also be used as a gentile talquina ( or ) . 

pie
It is the terminal portion of the lower limb or leg.  It is also a measure of length, which is equivalent to 30, 48 centimeters.
 Paw, limb .  Altitude measurement widely used in aeronautics.  It is also an English language word meaning cake. 

pie cavo
In medicine and podiatry it is a foot that has a very deep or very pronounced arch. 

pieatado
It means moored, maneado 40 feet; it means tied legs ) tied, tied down, immobilized.

piedecuestano
It is the gentile of people born in Piedecuesta a Colombian municipality in the Department of Santander.  Soto Province. 

piedecuestense
It can be a form of kindness of Piedecuesta , Santander (eye, not foot of slope), although it is more used piedecuestano
.  Originally from Piedecuesta, a Municipality of Colombia of the Department of Santander.  Related to Piedecuesta . 

piedemonte
Boundary line between the flat and the beginning of the range. Base of the mountain. Marginal of plain or Marginal de la
Selva ( thus is called a road that runs along all of the eastern cordillera and that border the mountainous part or Andean
zone, the Orinoco and the Amazon ) between Mocoa and Arauca in Colombia. Geographical area of Northern Italy.

piedra
Rocky, hard material.  Mineral, rock, Cliff, Peña, Boulder, Pebble, singing, laja, tombstone, slab, gem, Flint, glass.  In
Colombia is a colloquial way of mean anger, fury, courage.

piedra pómez
It is the same poma.  It is a very light volcanic stone.  Stone porous or spongy.

piedradura
It is the name of the village of the Flintstones and the marble, in the comic strips. 

piedrahita
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a villa and a Spanish municipality, in the province of Ávila,
which belongs to the autonomous community of Castile-Leon.  Piedrahita, is located in the Valley of the Corneja.

piedralaves



It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the province of Ávila which belongs to the autonomous community of
Castile-Leon.

piedralipe
It is the name of a compound derived from copper.  It is also called lipe stone, blue stone, copper sulfate, calcanite or
blue vitrilum.  It has a very characteristic smell and is used as fungicide.  It is water soluble. 

piejos
It is a vulgar way of calling lice.  Vulgarism by lice . 

pieles
Processed or tanned animal hides. Products of the tanneries. It is the plural of skin. It means fur, dermis, layer,
integument, leather, padding, skin, skins, shell and lining.

piernota
It is a very large leg.  Augmentative of leg.  In Colombia we say piernota to denote also a big buttock, a large tail, a large
ball and a big hip.  It can also be a thigh of Turkey or ostrich ( 41 large thigh;.

piernotas
Big, long and beautiful legs.  Plural of piernota . 

piernón
Person with long or thick legs.  Large legs.  Increased leg.

pietismo
It is the name of a Protestant (Lutheran) doctrine that was promoted in Germany by Pastor Philipp Jakob Spener during
the seventeenth century. 

piezas
It is a piece or part of a thing. Each of the components that make up a unit. Room, room, room... Alhaja, tool and utensil.
Musical composition. Product for a hunting or fishing. Each of the elements of a collection.

pifá
It is another common name of the plant or palm tree known as chontaduro.  Its scientific name is Bactris gasipaes and
belongs to the family Arecaceae.  It also receives other common names: pejibaye , pupuña , pipire , pijuayo , pixbae ,
cachipay , pibá , chima or tembe .  Its fruits are very desired and are considered aphrodisiacs. 

pifia
It means quite noticeable error.  Fails, failure, mistake, error, nonsense, misunderstanding, fiasco, disappointment.

pifiar
It means to err in a notorious way.  Fail, misguid, err, blunder, make mistakes. 



pifie
It's inflection for pifiar.  It means to err, to fail, to be mistaken, not to be right.  Error, mistake.  Don't hit.

pifostio
It means confusion, chaos, mess, conflict, revolt, brawl, fight, ballplayer.  Altercation in which many people intervene. 

pifostio
It means confusion, chaos, mess, conflict, revolt, brawl, fight, ballplayer.  Altercation in which many people intervene. 

pigmentado
That has been accentuated the color.  It means that you have pigments, which has color.  That has been dyed or dyed. 
Colored, tinted, dyed, marbled, iridescent.

pignoración
Action and effect of pledge.  It means pawning, committing, leaving something in pledge as collateral in a credit or loan. 
Mortgage. 

pignorar
It means pawning, committing, leaving something in pledge as collateral in a credit or loan.  Mortgage. 

pigofilia
Etymologically it would be love or attraction for the buttocks or buttocks.  It is a paraphilia with which sexual arousal is
achieved by looking, touching, licking or kissing the buttocks. 

pija
In the Colombian and Venezuelan Llanos is synonymous with virile member.  Male sexual organ.  It is also an
expression denoting surprise, similar to epa! , Wow! , oops!.

pijamisa
It's a combination of pajamas and shirt.  It is a type of pajamas, in which the upper garment looks like a normal shirt.  It
is useful in time of pandemic and videowork, so that in video calls it is not detected that you work on sleepwear.

pijao
In Colombia is the name of an indigenous people of the departments of Tolima and Quindio.  The name of a municipality
in the Department of Quindío.  Tolima.  They have Caribbean ancestry due to their penetration by the Magdalena river. 
They were quite belligerent and unruly.  Language that the people have spoken of the indigenous pijaos.  At present are
several guards indigenous of the Pijao people.

pijaos
It is the name of a Colombian indigenous ethnic group.  They are also called Natagaimas or Coyaimas.  They are
located in the Department of Tolima.  Nickname of the professional football team Deportes Tolima and its supporters. 
Tolimenses . 

pijin



It means noise, bulla, sling, bustle.  It is a term used in Honduras.  Noise generated by a group of people within an
enclosed enclosure.

pijita
In Colombia in a colloquial way, the Casanareño Ranger is said to be dick.  Therefore Pijita is a llanerito of the small
Casanare.  Boy or Girl Casanareño (a).   Llanerito, Llanerita, Casanareñito, Casanareñita.  In vulgar language, very
small penis.

pijotero
Stingy, who does not like to spend his money, tie up, miser.  Haggler. 

pijuayo
It is one of the common names of a palm tree and its fruits.  It is also known as chonta, chontaduro, pibá, cachipay,
chima, among other names.  Its scientific name is Bactris gasipaes and belongs to the family Arecaceae. 

pijudo
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia means that it has tip, sharp, sharp, pointed, pointed.  It looks like a spear, lezna or
needle; that sucks.  He's got sting or puya.  That pierces or makes hollow.

pike
The correct term is Pike.  It is the name of a fictional character from Star treck ( Christopher Pike ).  It is an English word
which means Lucio or pica.  It is a long cane, used by the infantry spear.  Throw that the picadors use.

pikunche
It is also correct to use Picunche or Pikumche.  It is a term used in Chile, especially in Sociology and Anthropology, to
refer to ancient pre-Columbian aboriginal peoples who spoke the Mapudungun (Mapuche) language.  It means people
or person from the north ("pikum": north, "che" : person).  They lived in central Chile, between the Aconcagua and
Bio-Bio rivers.  It is also the name of a bird.  It has yellow spots on the wings.  Mapuche Indians of La Araucanía. 

pil
The correct term is PIL.  It is an acronym in English of Pacific International Line.  It is a shipping company of charging
china with headquarters in South Africa.

pil
The correct term is PIL.  It is an acronym in English of Pacific International Line.  It is a shipping company of charging
china with headquarters in South Africa.

pila
Site of the Church where baptisms are performed.  Pool, Bowl, Bowl, source.  In Colombia is synonymous with heap,
pile arrume, stackable, cluster.  It is also synonymous with battery, generator.

pilanca
In some parts of Colombia and Venezuela means heap, stack, wrinkle, rimer.  It is a term used in the
Colombian-Venezuelan plains.



pilandera
Woman or person who is engaged in pillar corn or any cereal on a pylon.  Name given in the Department of Magdalena
in Colombia to the women of the typical dance of the Region.  In the Department of Cesar, they are called piloneras. 
Dancer who dances around a pylon.  Name of a tropical folk song by Fernando Villalona and the Sons of the King. 

pilandería
Place where the corn is unstuck in a pylon.  Place where the pylons work.  Place where there are many pylons.  Activity
by which the maize is unearthed.

pilar
It is a woman's name of Spanish origin.  It is an invocation of the Virgin.  Argentine city of the Province of Buenos Aires. 
There are also other Argentine cities of the same name in the Provinces of Santa Fe and Córdoba.  Name of a
Paraguayan city, which is the Capital of the Department of Ñeembucú.  In the Philippines there are two localities called
Pilar one in the Province of Surigao Norte and another in Bataan.  There are also localities with the same name in the
State of New Mexico (United States) and in Ciego de Ávila in Cuba.  In the sport of rugby it is the name of a player who
sits at the ends of the front line in the scrum.  In Architecture it is the same as support or column.  Action by which it is
crushed into corn or any other grain in the pylon.  Remove the husk, afrecho or integument to the cereals on the pylon. 

pilas
Plural stack . In Colombia it is the same as battery.  Set of things stored on top of each other.  Wrinkle, pile.  Number of
things.  Small mounds made with soil where firewood is burned to obtain charcoal.  It is also a pillar inflection, which
means crushing, maceration or grinding on a pylon.

pilaster
It is a term used in Architecture and means pilastra, column, column.  It usually attaches to a wall or wall.   ,

pilastra
In Architecture it means pillar, column, support of a wall or a wall.  It's usually attached to a wall.  Pillar , support ,
column .

pilato
Pilate, Pilate or better even Pontius Pilate, was a politician and Roman military, who was Governor of Judea at the time
of the death of Jesus of Nazareth.  Method and equipment used in gymnastics for stretching exercises.  Person who
evades its responsibilities or which is declares innocent person who washes his hands about their responsibility for any
incident.

pilatuna
In Colombia it is a picaresque action of children.  Mischief.  rascality, daring.  Made by the rascal.

pilatunas
Little girls, mischief.  Plural pilatuna .  In Colombia it is a picaresque actions of children.  mischief.  rascality, daring. 
Done by the crook. 

pilatuno
Person who makes pilatunas.  Pillo, cheater, slick.



pilatzea
Pilatzea is a word of the Basque language and means accumulation, stacking.

pilav
In Turkish gastronomy it is one of the varied preparations of rice.  It can usually be accompanied by pasta, vegetables,
bulgur or kofte. 

pilaya
In Bolivia is the name of a very deep canyon (one of the deepest in the world), formed by a river of the same name.  It is
located on the boundaries of the Tarija and Chiquisaca departments.

pilbor
pilbor is incorrectly written and should be written as "Pit bull" being its meaning:<br>It is a wrong way to pronounce and
write Pit Bull.  It makes reference to breed Pit Bull dogs p Pit Bull Terrier, originating in the United States.  It literally
means well 40 Bull; it refers to that formerly used to fight bulls in a pit or enclosed area )

pilcahue
In Chile it is a potato seed from the previous year.  Dad who wasn't harvested the year before.  Potato or wild potato,
sweet potato, sweet potato that is harvested in winter.  Name of a locality and a station in Buenos Aires.

pilcate
In Mexico is a way of calling the youngest son of a family, benjamin, minor.  In Colombia we call it vat or sute.  Toddler,
toddler, infant.

pilcaya
pilcaya is incorrectly written and should be written as "Pilcaya ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Pilcaya.  It is the name of two locations in Mexico in Puebla and Guerrero and is the name of a municipality in Guerrero
Nahuatl language means hung thing.

pilche
In southern Colombia, especially in Cauca and Nariño, you mean vessel, small glass.  It means totuma, cup or vessel
made with the fruit of the dungeon tree or totumo (Cresentia cujete ).  It's a word of Quechua origin.  

pilco
It means chopped corn, chócolo or chopped or degrained choclo.  It is a Mapuche (Pidcu) source word.  Opening,
hollow or crack of the rouana or poncho.

pileas
It is more indicated pyleas, with tilde .  It means relative to the pyleus, a type of ancient hat worn by the freed slaves of
Ancient Rome.  Slave liberation ceremonies, in Ancient Rome. 

pileo
The correct term is crown, tilde.  Type of conical cap used by some high-ranking clerics.  Top of a bird's head.  It is
usually very small feathers or other color to general plumage.  Copete, crown, hood. 



piles
It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the Valencian Community.  Piles belongs to the Shire of Safor.  It is also the
name of a river in Gijón, Spain.

pileta
Battery diminutive .  In Colombia it can be a swimming pool or also a small and elevated pile of the church where there
is holy water.  Baptismal font.  Small pot of water.

pilidio
It is a type of larva among the Nemertines, which is characterized by being plump and ciliated.  It is also known as Larva
desor or Larva Pilidium.  It means with hairs, with fluff, hairy.

piliguis
piliguis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pilinguis" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Pilinguis. It is a
sneaky and somewhat refined way of referring to a prostitute in some parts of Spain. Prostitute cache.

pilinqui
It is a word of Nahuatl origin.  Means guedejudo, ball, with guedeja hair.  Pilinqui means of long and loose hair.  Of hair,
hairy, tuft, MOP.

pilistra
It is the name of an ornamental plant of interior, exterior and pot.  It is also called Aspidistra or Donkey's Ear.  It belongs
to the family Asparagaceae.  Its scientific name is Aspidistra elatior.

pillaje
It means actions performed by a pillo.  Works executed by thugs or criminals.  Looting, robbery, robbery, theft, robbery,
plundering. 

pillan
It is a turning point of catching, which means discovering, surprising, unmasking.  Capture, catch. 

pillar
In Colombia means discover, surprise, seize, catch, catch.  Usually refers to surprise someone doing something
improper or doing pranks.

pillarle a uno el toro
Corneal.  Be coupled with horns.

pillarse
It means give account, to discover, to find out.

pillastre
It means pillo, rogue, cunning and cunning person.  Rogue, perilan. 



pillán
In Chile and in the Mapuche religion it is a very powerful spirit and which is considered a representative of the ancestors.
  . 

pillín
A person who uses the Picardy and cunning pernanentemente.  Clever, lively, which is repellent with his friends, making
them healthy and humorous jokes.  It is not bad people.  He likes doing pranks.  It is also the central character of a
comic strip from Walt Disney, represented in a very smart and cunning dog.  There is also an Argentine comic strip
called pacifier, Mimosa and mischievous character, the character here is also very intelligent and supportive child, its
author is Adolfo Hernando Urtiaga.  Pillin is the name of two different characters in published cartoons or comic strips.

pillo
A person who is engaged in the looting.  Rogue, thief, cheat, thug, villain, scoundrel, ready, shrewd, cunning, travieso,
pilo.

pilluca
It is a special type of children's game for girls.  Luck. 

pilma
It is the name of a furniture and decoration company in Barcelona. 

pilmaiquén
It is a word of Mapuche origin and means swallow.  It is the name of a Chilean town, near the city of Osorno.  It is also
the name of a river in the same area and one of the local common names of a little bird whose scientific name is
Tachycineta leucopyga of the family Hirundinidae.  It is also known as Patagonian swallow or Chilean swallow. 

pilmam
It is a surname.  Pilman and Associates is a firm of lawyers.  Pilman is the name of a company dedicated to the
purchase, sale, repair and hire of metallurgical machinery.

pilmar
It means cheating, cheating, cheating. 

pilmoma
pilmoma is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pilmama" as meaning:<br>The correct term is pilmama. It is the
woman who takes care of children in a foreign House. It is synonymous with nanny, nurse, caregiver.

pilmoma
pilmoma is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pilmama" as meaning:<br>The correct term is pilmama. It is the
woman who takes care of children in a foreign House. It is synonymous with nanny, nurse, caregiver.

pilocarpina
It is the name of an alkaloid that is obtained from the plants of the genus Policarpus (they are known as jaborandi,
jamborandi), of the Family Rutaceae.  It has pharmacological uses to increase sweating and salivation (diaphoretic and
sialagogo).  It belongs to a class of medications called cholinergic agonists. 



piloneros
Name given to an ancient people settled in Nicaragua.  They were also called Nicas or Nicoyas.  Nicaraguan.

piloña
Name of a town in northern Spain in the Autonomous Community of Asturias.  This council belongs to the Parish of San
Juan de Berbio.

pilorriza
The Botany means Cap.  It is a conical structure that protects the tip of a root.  It also receives the name of calíptra.

piloso
In Colombia it means very attentive, judicious, diligent, which does everything fast and very well.  Very intelligent and
studious student.  Very well-reviewed student.  Pilo.

pilotaje
Action and effect of piloting (or piloting).  Science that teaches the trade of pilot.  Way of piloting or driving a machine or
motor vehicle (car, plane, motorcycle).  style for driving or driving. 

piloto
In Colombia driver, person driving a ship (plane, helicopter or race car).  Timonel, aviator, captain.  Person who directs,
drives or governs.  The term is also used to indicate that something is experimental.  Project tested.

pilón
Battery is large or giant.  Augmentative of battery.  In Colombia is a home implement made in wood and giant Cup way
in which detaches the corn bran, then cooking it.  Also said you pilon to the mallet or stick that hit corn.   The activity is
called pillar or thresh the corn.  A pylon is also a concave bowl of stone, which is used for grinding.  In Mexico it means
sweet, brown sugar or gratification on a purchase.

pilte
It is a type of Mexican tamal, typical of southern Veracruz.  It can be meat, chicken, fish or vegetables, but lacks corn
dough.

piltrafa
Meat of poor quality, very thin and full of nerves.  Something that has no value or significance.  Lint, scrap, jiron,
backwardness, waste, surplus, irrelevant.  Damaged, curled, deteriorated.

piltrafiento
It means he lives like a piltrafa, which you saw with rags, ragged.   Skinny, bony. 

pilula
It means pill, Tablet, pill.  Solid drug of small size.  Pepa.

pilum
It means light Javelin, pole, stick, spear and asta.



pimbó
It is a type of food in Mexico made with cooked tender corn, meats and chipilín leaves (Crotalaria longirostrata of the
Fabaceae family).

pimiento
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of Colombian footballer, who played for Deportes Tolima and Deportivo
Cali.  His full name is Carlos Gregorio Pimiento Torres and he is a native of Ibagué.  It is the name of an edible fruit plant
of American origin.  It is used as a condiment.  Spicy flavor.  It has a characteristic itch.  Name of the fruits of a plant.  It
is also known as paprika, chili, chili.  It is of the genus Capsicum and belongs to the family Solanaceae. 

pimpina
It is a plastic container used for transporting especially fuels.  They have a capacity of approximately five gallons.  In
Colombia is synonymous with cylinder, drum, talambuco, calambuco.

pimpín
It is the name of a clown, protagonist of a child round which is sung with the same tune of "Happy birthday".   It says:
"Pimpin' payayo, is powdered nose.  .  .  .  .  .  , and with a sneeze took hold: Atchisss!.  It is also a cartoon of the
Chilean cartoonist Themistocles Nazario Lobos Aguirre, better known as Themo Lobos.

pimpollo
In Colombia you mean beautiful, beautiful, beautiful, beautiful, beautiful, attractive.

pinabete
Common name of a tree.  It is one of the common names given to the fir tree (Abies alba of the family Pinaceae).  It is
also known as common spruce, white spruce, scotch spruce, spruce, sapino. 

pinacate
It is a word of Nahuatl origin ( comes from pinacatl), which means black beetle.  It is a way of calling in Mexico the black
beetles of the genus Eleodes and belonging to the family Tenebrionidae .  Black cuckoo.  It is also the name of a desert,
which is once part of the Great Desert of Sonora or Altar Desert and a volcanic sierra in the State of Sonora in Mexico. 
It is also the name of a Mexican Biological Reserve in that same area.

pinacoidal
In crystallography, it is one of the ways to divide a crystal.  Segmentation along planes, plate separation.  It is also called
Exfoliation or cruise.  Plate structure .

pinaculo
The correct term is pinnacle, with tilde.  It is the name of the highest part of a building or a temple.  In Architecture it is
an element in the form of a cone or pyramid that is above the roof of a building or a church.  By extension is used to
mean the highest, the best, the one that occupies the first place.

pinal
Land planted with pine trees.  Pinewood.  Name of a county in Arizona.  Surname of a Mexican actress and singer,
whose full name is Silvia Pinal. 



pinar
Pine forest.  Land planted with pines.  Name of a neighborhood in Bogota.  Action of placing a pin in a mechanism.

pinaza
Type of boat that was used in ancient times and that had oars and sails.  It is the name given to the carpet formed by the
acubins (needles or acuminate leaves) of pine trees when they dry out and fall to the ground.  It is also called pinocha or
barrujo.  It is an agent that promotes forest fires. 

pináculo
It is the name of the upper part of a building or a temple.  In architecture is an element in the form of a cone or pyramid
that is on top of the roof of a building or of a church.  By extension it is used to mean the higher, the better, which
occupies the first place.

pincates
The pincates or pinacates are black beetles.  The scientific name is Eleodes osculans and are family Tenebrionidae. 
Black beetles.

pincelada
It may refer to a light or soft stroke made with a brush.  Soft, light and extensive paint made with a brush.  Brush.  It can
also mean summary, abbreviated, condensed.

pinchaneumáticos
They are implements that have many metal tips up and are placed in the retainers of the authorities.  They have the
function of forcing the driver to stop and not pretend to flee.  Whoever fails to simply do is puncture or bust their tires.

pinchaque
It is another common name that is known to the Andean tapir, mountain tapir, black tapir, wooly tapir or danta of
Páramo.  Its scientific name is (Tapirus pinchaque) and belongs to the Tapiridae family.  It is found only in Colombia and
Ecuador, in the Andean mountain ranges.

pincharrata
It means laboratory.  It runs activities of laboratory with live animals, especially rats.  You're told in Argentina in this way
to fans of the Club Estudiantes de La Plata.

pinchazo
In Colombia it is burst tyre or rim.  Shiv in a tire, Misure.  It is also the wound caused by a spike, Spike, Sting, chuzo,
puya, or needle.  Shiv, aguijonazo, chuzon.

pinche
Colombia is one of the common names of a very common bird, which we also call crested, tico tico, afrechero,
Rufous-collared Sparrow (Argentina), chincol (Chile).  Its scientific name is Zonotrichia capensis and belongs to the
family Emberizidae.  Used as a synonym for simple, common, ordinary.

pinché
It's a puncture inflection.  In Colombia it means chuzar, punch, hurt with something very pointed or with ina needle, pin



or nail.  Chop.  It also means losing the auire of tires or tires.  Deflate or deflate.

pinchi
In Quechua language means bright spark, spot, Star, flashing light. It is a surname of Ecuador and Peru.

pinchila
It is a vulgar way of referring to the male sexual organ of many animals, especially erection.  Penis, cock. 

pincho
In Colombia told skewer or chuzo.  They are pieces of diced meat skewered on a bamboo stick and interspersed with
pieces of onion and paprika.  Stick the skewers or the hail.  Sharp, chuzudo, pointed.

pinchos
Plural of skewer.  In Colombia, it is the same as brochette or chuzo.  They are pieces of diced meat skewered on a
bamboo stick and interspersed with pieces of onion and paprika.  Stick the skewers or the hail.  Sharp, chuzudo,
pointed.

pinchosa
It means that it has spikes or spikes.  It is also the name of a plant harmful to livestock, similar to thyme.  It is also called
barrilla or almajo.  It grows in saline soils and its scientific name is Salsola kali.  It belongs to the family Amaranthaceae. 

pindingas
It means bewilderment, stunning turmoil, confusion.  Not knowing how to act in an unexpected situation.  Lack of
reaction.

pindó
In my land Tolimense we say pine forest or pindó to a kind of palm tree from which typical hats are made with their
leaves.  It is known as coquito, yeribá, in Brazil as ybá pitá.  Its scientific name is Syagrus romanzoffiana and belongs to
the family Arecaceae. 

pines
Sticks, wooden bottles that are knocked down in the bowling game.  Metal bars that are used to generate insurance. 
Plural pin .  it's an English word meaning pegs.  It is also the acronym for Personal Identification Number.  Unique code
or number on an electronic payment. 

pinfano
The correct term is pínfano (or pífano), with tilde.  It means long-legged.  tall and thin person.  lanky.  Type of whistle or
piccolo of high-pitched sound.  Pífano , pito .  In Extremadura mosquito with long legs, mosquito. 

pinganilla
It is a term used mostly in Chile and refers to a person of little importance or relevance. 

pinganillo



It is one of the synonyms of hearing aid.  In a sound-receiving apparatus that is placed in the ear.  In Spain, jet of water
falls on the roof. 

pinganiña
It is more suitable pinganilla.  It is a Chileanism and means person of little importance, donnadie. 

pingarria
In Colombia it means lack of commitment, neglect, laziness, laziness, lack of effort, apathy, negligence, carelessness.

pinger
Pinger Inc. is a company created in California, to facilitate communications via a mobile phone.  The application of
Pinger, Textfree, is a text and call for proprietary Smartphone application. Users can communicate with other people
who do not use Textfree through text messages and calls. Users can call to USA and Canada, while text messages are
free of charge in 35 countries. Pinger was founded in 2005 by a mannequin wrapped in Christmas lights with the dream
of reinventing the mobile communication.

pingo
In geology and geography is a hill protruding into the preglacial landscape of the polar regions.  It is a word of the
language Inuit meaning small hill.  Argentina is in the gauchos named horses.  In Chile is a horse suitable for racing, fast
horse.  In Colombia (Santander Department), it means bobo, idiot, asshole, male sexual organ.

pingon
The correct term is penguin.  It means long and pointed.  Pinga or long rod.  Lever.  It is commonly used to call an
animal of any kind of large virile limb or that is used as a stallion or padrote.  By extension womanizing man .

pingonas
It is the feminine of Pingao. It is not the Spanish language but Portuguese word. Pingona means a person who is full of
drops or stain clothing. Generally refers to ove them roles of painters or butchers. With splashes.

pingorotos
Plural pingoroto .  It is also possible to use penguin or pingorota.  It means summit, edge.  Highest and sharpest part of
a mountain.  By vain person extension, you think you're an aristocrat.  In Colombia we also say blades. 

pingullo
In southern Colombia and Ecuador it is the name of an indigenous flute-like wind instrument.  Name of a town in Peru, in
the Department of La Libertad. 

pingüe
In Colombia it means of little value, insignificant.   Scarce, Meager.   Interestingly in other places the meaning is
quantity, in large quantity, abundant, copious, fat, thick and makes sense because the word comes from the Latin
pinguis which is quantity, quantity, fat, thick, greasy.

pingüinos emperadores
It is the largest and heaviest penguin species that exists.  It is endemic to Antarctica and the only one that breeds in the
harsh winter.  Its scientific name is Aptenodytes forsteri and belongs to the family Spheniscidae.



pinichi
It is the name of a sector of Alcalá de Guadaira in Sevilla, Spain.  Previous name of a bar and restaurant of the same
sector, which today is called Bar Duran.

pinillo
It is one of the names of several medicinal plants.  It belongs to the family Lamiaceae.  One of the most common is the
scientific name Ajuga iva.  It is also known as iva, iva moscada, búgula, musky búgula, antilide, antilider, abiga, clin. 

pinino
It means small, duse, short stature, low, petizo.  it also refers to the first steps of a baby or a person recovering from a
serious illness (which are short and unsafe).  Nickname of an Argentine footballer named Oscar Mas .

pink lady
They are terms in the English language meaning Lady Rosada.  It is a women's movement that makes charity also
known as ladies Rosadas.

pinki
It is the colloquial form of call an exmodelo and actris politician in Argentina and Lidia Elsa Satragno (Pinky, Pinki) is
called.  In French it can mean either son or friend.  Lacquer, varnish.

pino
Vascular plant belonging to the genus Pinus, family Pinaceae (of the group or Order Coniferales ).  Name of several
locations in Spain, especially in the Provinces of Lugo and La Coruña.  French locality in Upper Corsica .  Last name of
Spanish origin .  Last name of a Spanish cyclist (Alvaro Pino) and a Colombian footballer (Juan Pablo Pino).

pinocha
Pine needles or Pinochazo is used in Colombia and is a form of bad student choose an answer on tests that is badly
prepared.  To luck, randomly.  To pin one, pin two.  .  . In Spain they use this word instead of Pussy or Cone.

pinochetista
In Chile, supporter of dictator Augusto Pinochet. 

pinol
It is a way of calling roasted cornmeal or roasted barley. 

pinole
It is the name given to a typical drink from Mexico and Central America that is prepared with corn flour, which is
sweetened and mixed with cocoa.  You can even add vanilla and cloves, cinnamon or anise.  It is similar to lake quye in
Colombia we call chucula. 

pinolero
A person who likes the pinole.  The pinole is a pre-Columbian food that is made with cornmeal and piloncillo ( 41 panela.
 In the colloquial form says Piloneros Nicaraguans.



pinolillo
In Nicaragua it is a flour that results from mixing roasted corn and cocoa.  It is used to make drinks.  It is also one of the
common names of a class of mites, in various parts of Colombia and Venezuela.  They are also called coquito yaya,
puca, piojito de cigarra, mojosa, coloradito, isango, chirote, baiburín, tlazahuate (which in Nahuatl derives from
tlalzáhuatl, which means "scabies of the earth"), plows (in Mexico), chivacoas.  They belong to the Trombiculidae family.

pinon
I think they're asking about pinion.  If so, it's a way to call a sprocket.  It can also be a way of calling the seeds of the
pines, which are edible ( Plants of the Pinaceae family).

pinos
Plural of pine .  Vascular plant belonging to the genus Pinus, family Pinaceae (of the group or Order Coniferales).  Name
of several localities in Spain, especially in the Provinces of Lugo and La Coruña.  

pinreles
Plural of pinrel .  It means foot or leg.  It's also a way to call stockings or socks. 

pins
pins is incorrectly written and should be written as "Pin, PIN" being its meaning:<br>It is a plural misspelled PIN their
correct plural is pin. A device similar to a scissor of metal that heats up, so that the strands of hair can be twisted around
it to form curls. Also in mechanical pin is a small pin metal serving insurance in bearings generally or in the jaws of the
brakes.

pinsapos
The Spanish firs are trees that belong to the species Abies pinsapo, in the family Pinaceae.  You are known by the
common names of fir or pine.

pinta
Colombia Pinta has several meanings: clothing from brand new for a party.  Individual, subject, person.  Stain small but
noticeable.  It is a measure of capacity equivalent to half or equal to an eighth of a gallon.  They are exactly 568, 26 mL
system imperial or English and 473, 17 in the American system.

pinta fiestera
Special suit to attend a party.  In Colombia we say also the PT bacana, the release or the strand.  We obviously also say
" Party PT "

pinta sabatina
Informal dress used Saturday to rest or take a walk.

pintar
Cover with paint, color or color a surface.  In Colombia it also means good omen, that something good is expected to
happen. 

pintarrajeada



In Colombia it means poorly painted, over-made.  With too much makeup.  With exaggerated makeup and in bad taste.

pintea
Drizzle, light rain.  Action of painting (drizzle). 

pinti
It is the surname of a comedian, writer, actor, director and Argentine playwright, called Enrique Alejandro.

pinto
In Colombia it is a surname of Portuguese origin.  It is also an inflection to paint.  It means applying paint on a surface. 
Apply colors to a canvas, draw on a canvas.  The pinto is also a color or kind of fur on horses, usually large spots of
white and a dark color.

pinton
The correct term is pinton, with tilde.  In Colombia it means green, biche.  It is in the process of maturation, that it lacks
to mature a little.  Immature.  In Argentina and Uruguay they say pichiró.

pintón
In Colombia it means green, biche.  It is in the process of maturation, that it lacks to mature a little.  Immature.

pintura
Liquid, varnish, or lacquer used for painting (coloring a surface).  Object that has been painted or traced by hand. 
Drawing, work made by a painter.  Picture.  Art or craft of the painter. 

pinturas
Plural of painting.  Works of Art of a painter.  Graphic representations.  Drawings.  Fluid Material applied in thin layers to
pigment a surface.  Pigment, color, dye.

pintxo
In Basque it means skewer, flag, lid.  Pointed or chuzo wood rod with slices of sliced meats. 

pinus pinaster
It is the scientific name of a coniferous tree, which belongs to the family Pinaceae.  It is known by the common names of
sea pine, black pine, rubial pine, rodeno pine, pine of the landas, Galician pine, among others.  It is found in Spain and
Portugal and Mediterranean coastal areas of France, Italy, and Morocco.  Their needles break down slowly, acidulate
the soils and facilitate wildfires.

pinzán
Other common names of the guamuchil, chicken coop, chiminango, gina, or payande (Pithecellobium dulce), is a tree in
the Fabaceae family.

pinzon
The correct term is Finch, with tilde.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin and the name of a bird to praises that
we also say Canaries.  It is the name of a park of Tunja (Colombia).  Also the common name of a European bird



belonging to the family Fringillidae.  Finch is a town in Buenos Aires Argentina and the name of a station of the metro
there.  It is the name of an Ecuadorian island in the Galapagos Islands.

piña
It is one of the names we give to a plant and its fruit, also known as pineapple, pineapple, matzatli.  Its scientific name is
pineapple and belong to the Bromeliaceae family.  In Argentina fist, punched, hit with the hand.  Granada, explosive
weapon type.

piñata
In Colombia, children's Party.  Clay pot which is placed sweets and toys so that a subsequent scramble in children
attending a party split.

piñateria
In Colombia is a site or business which are manufactured and sold Piñatas.  It is also the place where they sell all kinds
of items to make Piñatas.

piñirino
It is one of the common names of a forage plant.  Its scientific name is Agostris truncatula and it is of the family Poaceae
.  It also gets the names baleo, barreplatos, ciacina, brush.

piñon
The correct term is pinion, with tilde.  Pineapple augmentative.  It's also a way to call a sprocket.  It can also be a way to
call the seeds of the pines, which are edible (Plants of the Pinaceae family).  In Colombia it is the name of a
municipality, which belongs to the Department of Magdalena.  In Colombia it is another way to call a tree of scientific
name Enterolobium cyclocarpum, which is commonly known as ear, pinion, ear sprocket, caracaro.  In Central America
it is called guanacaste, parota, corotú.  It belongs to the fabaceae family.  

piñoneros
In Colombia is the adjective for people born or living in the municipality of the sprocket, in the Department of Magdalena.

piñote
It is one of the ways to call the fruits of coniferous trees called pines.  They are also called pineapples. 

piñón
It is another way of calling the metal sprocket of a bicycle where the chain slides. 

piñu
It means cluster, bouquet, bunch, bunch. A small group of United people.

piocha
It means chin, chin beard, knob.  It can also mean Excellent, splendid, magnificent.  It is a term used in Mexico.  It is
also used to indicate jewel, brooch or hair buckle, or as a tool name, beak, pike.

piojo



It is a sucking insect that is parasite and feeds on the fluids of its host.  Hematophageal is a parasite of domestic
animals and humans and feeds on blood.  Other species are plant parasites and affect a wide variety of crops.

piola
Colombia is a rope, twine, cord, consisting of three interwoven strands, usually of hemp.  Rope to make dance your feet
wet.  Rope or thin tie.

piolet
It is a term of the French language.  It's pronounced Pualet.  It is a type of pickaxe used by climbers and mountaineers. 

piolín
He is a cartoon character.  Represented by a small yellow canary with a huge head, he is very intelligent and cunning. 
Their legs are also disproportionate and huge.  Nickname of a Colombian sports journalist from Caracol in the city of
Medellín, whose real name is Fernando Calle. 

pioncillo español
It is a small and endemic Songbird. Finch.

pioneta
A pionet a is the same as a charger.  Vehicle used to load and unload heavy stuff.

pionio
It is most commonly used piio , with tilde .  It is the common name given in Colombia to the largest bird in size of our
country and the largest stork in the world.  It is also called a soldier, gabán, gallan, jabirú, tuyuyu or American jabirú.  Its
scientific name is Jabiru mycteria and belongs to the family Ciconiidae .  For its size and weight it must be boosted to go
back flight.  In Colombia we also call a tree of the Fabaceae family, which has fruits in legumes of half red and half black
colors.  We also call it pussy, lucky bean or coralito.  Its scientific name is Colombian ormosia.

pionío
In Colombia it is another way to call a gigantic wader bird that we also call garzón, welded garzón, jabirú, tuyuyú.  Its
scientific name is Jabiru mycteria and belongs to the family Ciconiidae .  In Colombia and especially in the Plains a tree
and its fruits are called a pionío.  It is the tree we also call erythrin, bean, balu, coral or chocho.  Its scientific name is
Erythrina rubrinervia and belongs to the fabaceae family. 

pionner
The name of a series is probes from NASA that were sent to explore the Solar system and its exterior.  The Pioneer 11
passed close to Jupiter, Saturn and continues to travel towards the outside of the system.  The name of an oil company
working in Colombia.

piornal
It is an area or terrain where the pyorno plant abounds.  Piorno is a plant in the Fabaceae family, which is also known as
gatuña, hedgehog or cambronera.  Its scientific name is Echinospartum barnadessi .  It is a small shrub plant, very
branched and prickly.  Gatuñal, cambronal. 

piorno



Piorno or piorna, is a way to call a small shrub, very branched and usually with thorns.  It is endemic to the Iberian
Peninsula.  It is also known as gatuña, cambronera, cambrón, hedgehog, hawthorn, escambrón.  Its scientific name is
Echinospartum barnadessi and belongs to the fabaceae family. 

pipa
In Colombia is also a small device for smoking tobacco sting.

piparra
It is the name of a plant and its fruits.  It is a variety of paprika, chili or chili pepper, typical of the Basque Country.  It is
also called Ibarra chilli or chilli.  Elsewhere, similar varieties are known as crystal chili pepper or green chili pepper.  It
has a very elongated conical shape.  Its scientific name is Capsicum baccatum variety Bishop crown, from the family
Solanaceae.  It is consumed more than anything in pickles or fried. 

pipe
It's Philip's apocope.  In English it means pipe, cylinder, cylinder, pipette.  Also in English means tube.

pipelera
It is the name given to a paper bag of two compartments, where the shells of the pipes are placed. 

pipera
In Colombia, the term is used to refer to a woman who drink or take much liquor.

piperita
It means that itches, which produces burning or scratching.  It looks like pepper.  It is also a way of calling a variety of
plant known as black mint, mint lemon balm, monte yuyo or bergamot from Chile.  It is actually a hybrid obtained from
crossing water mint and peppermint. 

pipero
In Colombia is a colloquial way of calling a person who takes or drink very often.  Drinker, borrachín, alcoholic, drunk.

pipers
Plural of Piper.  It's a word in English that means pipers or flutes.

pipeta
In Colombia, it is the same as gas cylinder, cylinder or bullet.  Metal container resembling a bottle, which are transported
or packaged flammable gases.  In a laboratory, is a glass tube with a widening in the Middle used to measure small
quantities of liquids.

pipetear
Sip with the pipette a certain amount of liquid in a laboratory, to make experiments. 

pipiciadero
Colloquially in Colombia.  means urinal, urinal.  Place where you pee ( urinate ). 



pipicito
It means small of stature.  Of little pipi, from small penis.  By extension, person of short stature, low stature.  Minipene.

pipil
It is the name of an indigenous Mexican people, direct descendants of the Aztecs.  It is also known as Nahuatl, Nawal,
or Naua.  A language spoken by the same ethnic group. 

pipino
Pipino is a male name of Germanic origin.  It means the one who makes shaking.  Name of several French nobles of the
Middle Ages.

pipiolo
In Colombia it means small, novice, beginner, immature, inexperienced.  Person who lacks to learn, who requires
gaining experience or achieving complete development.  Apprentice.

pipire
It is one of the common names that receive the palm of chontaduro and its fruits.  It is also called pejibaye, pupuña,
pijuayo.  Its scientific name is Bactris gasipaes and belongs to the family Arecaceae. 

pipirín
It means food, nutrient.  In Mexico is a soup of pasta, noodles, or shells.  Soup of wheat.  In El Salvador are the beans,
beans, beans or beans.  Beans.

pipita
It is a diminutive of pipe.  The pipe is an element used for smoking tobacco sting.  In Colombia we say pipe also to the
belly.  Tummy.  Nickname that Gonzalo Gerardo Higuaín known Argentine naturalized French footballer, who plays for
Juventus of Turin and the selection of Argentina.

pipí
In Colombia, it has many meanings.  It may be peeing, pee, drain.  It is also a colloquial way of referring to the virile
member, especially in children.  Another meaning is truck, auto, car.  Onomatopoeia of the beep or sound of a car horn. 
It is also one of the names that receives the Royal Palm or palma de iraca, jipijapa, paja, a Palm from which hats are
made and whose scientific name is Carludovica palmata and belongs to the family Cyclanthaceae.

pipoca
It is a way of calling in Brazil and Bolivia popcorn or crispetas. 

pipol
It is a system of payments for bank transfers that are made from a cell phone in the United States.  Pipol pay . 

pipolera
Set or group of children.  Group of infants.  Pipiolera . 

pipon



The correct term is pipón.  It is an augmentative of pipe.  It means tripon, potbelly, panzón, unshaven.

pipona
It is a cylinder or vessel in which gases are transported.  Pipe, pipette, cylinder, cylinder.  He's got a big or swollen belly. 
How to call a woman or any female mammal who is pregnant.  Pregnant woman.  Barrigona, fat.

piponcho
In Colombia it means in a chubby, full or also full way, there, satiated, fed up.

piporro
In Colombia it means low stature and fat, dwarf and potbelly.  Panzón, potbelly.

pipón
In Colombia it means having the belly ( pipe ) large, potbelly tripon.  A child who usually has many parasites.  It is also
used as an adjective to denote that it is tired, satiated.  It has fullness, filled.

pipra
It means pipon (bulging belly) .  Name of a genus of small birds of the family Pipridae .  In Colombia they are known as
jumpers or manna.  It is also the name of an Indian city in Bastar district, Chhattisgarh state.

pique
It is one of the common names of a parasitic siphonapter insect that mainly affects the feet.  It is also known as nigua,
tunga, flea tunga or flea.  Its scientific name is Tunga penetrans and belongs to the family Hectopsyllidae.  It is also
synonymous with chili, chili or spicy.  In sports it is an explosive burst of speed and short distance.  Inflection of itching. 
It means stinging, djing or starting.  Mascot name of the 1986 World Cup of Mexico.  Pique.  thus with tilde, is the
surname of a Catalan footballer, named Gerard Piqué and who plays for Barcelona and the Spain national team.

piqueria
It is a Sung and verbal confrontation between jugglers of the vallenato music.  It forms vallenata trovar, payar or make
verses.

piquerias
In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic coast is a duel of verses between two singing vallenatos to accordion music. 
Verse improvised to the rhythm with much originality.  It is the plural of piqueria.  Repentismo picaresque and cheerful. 
Piqueria is also the name of a plant of the family Asteraceae, with scientific name Piqueria trinervis, also called grass of
San Nicolas, white hair of Earth, Altareina, Tabardillo, Flor de san Nicolas.

piquete
It means bite.  Blister or injury that generates an insect sting.  It is also gang, a group of soldiers, squad.

piqué
It is an inflection of the itching.  It means to chop or cut into small pieces.  Click, carving, incising, drill, drill.  It is also a
type of cloth with embossed drawings or Bugle beads.  Name of a Spanish footballer who plays for Barcelona, his full
name is Gerard Piqué Bernabéu.



piqui
It is one of the common names of a plant.  Piqui or better pyqui in Tupi-Guarani language means fruit with thorns or shell
with thorns.  The plant called Pyqui or piqui is the Caryocar brasiliensis, also called pequi or souari nut.  It belongs to the
Caryocaraceae family.  In Colombia it is another way to call a marble or crystal ball.  

piquillines
Plural of piquillín .  It is one of the common names in Argentina of a shrub of the Ramnaceae family.  is toxic to livestock.
 Its scientific name is Condalia microphylla .  It is made of sturdy wood and its fruits are edible.  resist arid, dry terrain.

piquiña
In Colombia it means itching, itching, itching.  In Medicine it is the same as scratching, stinging, itching, itching, tingling. 
Intense desire to scratch.  It can also be an intense desire to make everything perfect.  Trend to perfection.  Nickname
that is assigned to a very annoying or foolish person.  

piquis
In Colombia and especially in Bogota it is a popular children's game, also called balls or marbles.  They are colored
spheritas and glass or porcelain. 

piquito
In Colombia they are two different things.  One refers to a small osculum, small kiss, kiss in which only the lips are
rubbed.  The other meaning is the name of a small bubble of cassava bread.  They are salty-flavored raisins and are
sold in packs.

piquivueltos
They are a group of birds of the family Furnarridae.  They are also known as picolezas or xenops.  They are found in the
Americas from Mexico to Argentina.

piraguita
The correct term is piraguita (with umlauts).  It is a diminutive of Kayak.  It means ahee, small boat, you canoe.

piral
It means relative to the fire or the Pyre (bonfire).  Which is golden or red-fire.  Which has the appearance of a flame.  In
biology it is a kind of moth.  He lives near the furnaces and is very short-lived.  It is also known as Pirocotos, Pirocotas
or Piraustas.  It is a plague of several crops, but especially grape or vine.

piran
It is a turning point of pyrar.  It means to flee, to escape, to escape, to disappear, to leave. 

piranómetro
It is the name of a device that serves to measure the intensity of solar radiation.  It is also often called an actinometer or
solarimeter. 

piraña
Person eager to eat, sweet, glutton, comelon, ravenous, greedy, that messing with the food they serve.  It is a very
voracious fish from the rivers of the Amazon basin, they are generally carnivorous and they have very sharp teeth. 



There are many species and several genres.  In Colombia also say Caribbean, tambaqui, pacu, Grouper, morocote. 
The scientific name for the most common species in Colombia is Pygocentrus cariba (red-bellied Piranha) and belong to
the subfamily of Serrasalmidae (family Characidae).  It is a type of armed River boat that has the national army of
Colombia.  Type of missile MAA-1 developed by the armed forces of Brazil.  The word comes from Guarani and
Tupinambá words that mean fish with teeth, fish dentuda, aggressive fish.  Grouper, Pacu, tambaqui.  The species
known as tambaqui, morocota, is also considered a Piranha, but it is larger and is from the same family.

pirarucú
Name given to the largest fish found in the Amazon River basin.  It is also often referred to as paiche or arapaima.  Its
scientific name is Arapaima gigas and belongs to the family Arapaimidae.  The word is from the Guaraní language and
means fish.  Among the freshwater fish of the world it is surpassed by the beluga Sturgeon. 

pirata
A sailor who is engaged in plundering and raiding other boats.  Fraudulent, illegal, or smuggled product.  Filibuster,
Buccaneer, Corsair, smuggling, clandestine, illegal, chimbo, counterfeit.  Rogue scourge of the seas.

piratapuyo
Also called Wa'íkâná (meaning fish man).  It is the name of a Colombian indigenous ethnic group settled in the
Departments of Caquetá, Meta, Guainía and Guaviare, specifically in the municipalities of San Vicente del Caguán, La
Macarena, Inírida and San José del Guaviare.  I guard the deer.  Other names they receive are: Piratapuya, Parata
puya, Uaikama, Wai kana, waikhana, Urubú-tapuy.  They are also found on the banks of the Papurí and Tiquié rivers, in
the Departments of Vaupés and Amazonas. 

pirateria musical
Copy, falsification or plagiarism of the musicals. Black market of musical works, which do not pay copyright.

piratilla
It is a lack of originality.  Copietas, false, copiona, emuladora, mimic.  Person living imitating others in anything: makeup,
hair, clothes, etc.

pirámide
In geometry it is a solid body that has a flat base and several triangular faces that come together at a point called a
vertex or tip.  Funerary type monument built in clay and bricks, common in several cultures of the world (Aztecs,
Egyptians, etc).  In Statistics it is a type of diagram that represents population distributions, whose ranges are
overlapping rectangles.  It is widely used for age distributions.  Illegal system of raising money from people, where he is
supposedly redeemed with remarkable profits. 

pirca
In southern Colombia, Chile, Argentina, Peru and Ecuador means near stone, wall, stone wall.  It is a word of Quechua
origin. 

pirco
It is a stew or seasoning that is prepared with onion, garlic, coriander, tomato and sometimes chili.  It may have some
other ingredients depending on the region and country.  In Colombia we call it simply stew or also loaf.

pireri



It is a movement that emerged in response to the declaration of Pirekua as a cultural heritage of humanity by UNESCO. 
.  La Pirekua is a native musical rhythm of the Purépecha people in Michoacan, Mexico.  Surname of a musician and
singer of Pirekua in Mexico, called Santiago Pireri.

piretrina
It is a natural compound that has insecticide properties.  Dizziness may occur.  It comes from or is obtained from
pyrethrum or pelitre, which is a plant of the Asteraceae family.  Its scientific name is Tanacetum cinerariifolium.  It looks
a lot like the daisy. 

pirich
In Yucatec language (mixture of Spanish, Mayan and Nahuatl), prich or pirix.  It means year, fundillo, butt, ass.

piriche
In Central America means that he asks with insistence, pedigree, pordium, limousian.

piridoxina
In Biochemistry it is the name of a nutritional chemical compound, better known as Vitamin B6, 

pirincho
It is one of the common names of a bird in Bolivia and Northern Argentina, It is also called cuckoo, pyririta, machilo,
serere or guira.  The scientific name is Guira guira, from the family Cuculidae.

pirineos
Mountains that separate France and Spain.  Mountain range that separates the Iberian Peninsula from Europe.  Name
of mountain range that exists in the State of Victoria in Australia.  Relative to Pyrene, the Bebrician princess with whom
Hercules fell in love and a nymph daughter of the Oceanid Asopo and Metope. 

piringa
This term is used in Colombia and Mexico with different meanings.  In Mexico it means virile member, male sexual
organ, penis, pee, pito.  In Colombia, especially in the paisa region (Antioquia), it means naked, empelota, undressed,
chuta. 

piringundin
It is a colloquial form of Argentines to refer to a brothel.

piringundín
Piringundin is synonymous with lupanar, fonda's seedy, nightclub.

pirinola
In Colombia it is a popular toy, which has several shapes (hexagonal, octagonal, circular), which has an axis and that is
manually rotated by one of its tips.  In some cases it has variations with so many or dots for or against and is called
turra.  It is also called perinola.  Pirinola is also the name of a song composed by Maestro Jorge Veloza and which is
performed by the Carrangueros de Ráquira. 



piro-
It means relative to fire, which burns, that burns.  It's a Greek prefix. 

piroclasto
Incandescent material that the volcano throws up during an eruption.  It can be represented by fire bombs, ash,
incandescent rocks, lapilli. 

piroclástico, ca
It means that it relates to pyroclasts, tephra or flows of fiery clouds, made up of gases and ash at very high temperatures
and generated in the eruption of a volcano.  Etymologically means fragments of fire or burning fragments (pyro is fire,
hot, hot and klastos, means piece, broken, fragment, particle).

pirocoto
Pirocoto is the name of a town in Peru and also the name of a hill.  It is in Huaraz Province, Ancash Region.

pirofilacio
It means cavern of fire. 

pirofilita
It is the name of a mineral that is essentially an Aluminum Silicate.  It is usually found to be associated with Kaolinite. 

pirola
Name given to a new variant of Covid-19 that is circulating.  In Latin Pirola means little pear, perita.  Pyrola is the name
of a genus of plants in the family Ericaceae.  Common name for a plant also known as peralito minor, whose scientific
name is Pyrola minor.  It belongs to the family Ericaceae.  Named after an asteroid (1089), it has a brick-like shape.  It
has also had the designations 1927 UC, A916 UP, 1931 JQ, 1951 AH, 1952 DS, 1971 YJ, by the Astronomers. 

piromanía
It is the name given to the sick tendency of some people to cause fires or light fires.  It is the main cause of wildfires. 

piromano
Person with a sick tendency to cause fires or start fire. 

piropo
In Colombia compliment to say compliment, flattery, flower, gallantry, compliment, flattery, praise.  Short phrase and
caring that is said to another person to enhance their abilities, qualities and skills.

pirotear
pirotear is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hack" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is hack. 
Committing acts of piracy.  It has several meanings.  Vandalism or looting in the sea, raiding ships. Rob and destroy
property of a person by way of revenge. Hijack a plane and take all their passengers as hostages. In Colombia is to sell
items such as movies, music, videos and computer programs copied and they are not original.  Hack in the case of trade
in illegal or counterfeit products, is an offence known as contraband.  Products that are not original, we say chiviados,
chimbos.



pirófila
It means the one who loves fire.  Incendiary, arsonist. 

pirófilo
Etymologically it means that he loves or is attracted to fire.  In Dendrology and Botany it is a way of calling plants or
trees that are resistant to fire or forest fires and that regenerate promptly, after a fire.  It can be taken as resentful of fire
or fires. 

pirófita
A name given to a plant that resists fire or fires or regenerates soon after them.  It also plants that serve for firewood. 

pirógrafo
It is a device that is used to make pyro-etcheds i.e. make engravings or drawings burning a material, for example wood
(can also be used on cork or leather).  It is an electrical device with a resistance and that has a nickel or platinum tip,
which is heated and used to engrave. 

pirómana
It is the person (or woman) who lights fire compulsively or for pleasure.  Incendiary woman .  Incendiary. 

pirómano
It is the person who lights fire compulsively or for pleasure.  Incendiary. 

pirquinero
Name given to artisanal miners in Chile.  It means he picks up from the ground. 

pirra
Name in Greek mythology of one of Pandora's daughters.  Name of an ancient city of Lesbos (Greece).  Name of an
Asteroid (Meaning colorful, colorful).  It is also one of the vulgar names of a bird also known as a jumping spiguero
(Volatinia jacarina).

pirrar
It means longing, wishing vehemently.  Ambition, desire, covet, aspire. 

pirri
In Costa Rica is one of the common names given to the crested or click, a very common bird, which abounds in the
cities.  We also tell them afrecheros.  Its scientific name is Zonotrichia capensis and belongs to the Passarellidae family. 
In other countries it is known as foliage-Gleaner, Rufous-collared Sparrow, chingol, chaquia.  Nickname of a Spanish
second, called José Martínez Sánchez, who participated in the world England 1966 and Argentina 1978.  In Colombia
Pirry is the stage name of a journalist, named William Arthur Prieto La Rotta.  It is also a zootechnician, comedian and
television presenter.

pirringa
In Colombia it means small piece, pucillo, crumb. 



pirringo
In Colombia it is the same as chirringo.  It means small, short stature, duse.  You can also refer to a toddler, little boy or
little boy.  Boy, kiddo.

pirro
In Greek it means red-haired, blonde.  He was the son of Achilles, his full name was Pirro of Epirus and also called him
Neoptolemus.  Called it Eagle.  He was King of Epirus and Macedonia.  After him there were 2 rulers of Epirus who also
had the name of Pirro.  Pirro is an Italian surname.  Emmanuele Pirro was an Italian pilot of Formula 1.

pirrocoris
The correct term technically is Pyrrhocoris.  It means look or colorful body.  It is the name of a genus of insects in the
family Pyrrhocoridae and are known as fire bugs.   They are also known as shoemakers or San Antonios.

pirrocóccix
The correct term is Pyrrhococcix (with and should never carry tilde ), but Cercococcyx should be best used.  It is a
Castellanization of that term and means colorful tail or colored tail.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the
family Cuculidae.  They are known as cuckoos or squats.

pirrocórax
The correct technical term is Pyrrhocorax.  Pirrocórax is a purported Castilianization of that term.  It means colorful crow,
crow with colors or raven colors.  In Ornitology is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Corvidae
(Ravens) and in it are classified a class of crows known as chovas.  They have orange beaks.

pirrotina
It's the name of an iron ore.  It is also known as magnetic pyrite.  Its chemical formula is FeS.  It is an iron sulfide, with
magnetic properties that crystallizes in hexagonal form. 

pirua
In Peru it is the name of the first Integrated Student Tuna in the north of the country.  Piura.  Name of a craft fair in
northern Peru.  In Quechua pirwa language means deposit, building, cellar (place where things are stored).

piruca
In some parts of Colombia means drunk, alcoholic or also prostitute, woman of ill-repute.

pirucha
In Colombia is a colloquial way of referring to a woman's breast.  It is also used in Chile to say crazy, half crazy, corrida
of the shingle.

pirucho
In Ecuador it is a magazine that encourages savings with the use of coupons.  In Costa Rica it means small and
cone-shaped (conical).  In Argentina it means crazy, unhinged, it also means copete, plume of hair. 

pirueta
Graceful, harmonious and difficult movement made by a found.  Maroma, somersault, kite, cabriola, volteta, pinwheel.



piruja
In Mexico it means harlot, prostitute, whore, Fox, wandering.

pirujo
In Central America it means heretic, a person who does not fulfill religious duties.  Epithet for liberals in several Central
American countries. 

pirulear
In Colombia it means dancing ridiculously.  Dancing by taking grotesque or exaggerated steps with the intention of
making you laugh.  Dancing like Pirulino.  Make the bear dancing. 

pirulera
Set of garments. 

pirulero
It means relating to sweets or sweets.  Who manufactures or sells columbines, chocolates or stick sweets.  It can also
mean relative to breasts, breasts, or clay pots.  Colloquially related to the year, to the life cycle of 365 days, yearly,
wheel. 

pirulito
In Colombia is a type of sweet or candy very appreciated by children.

pirulín
The pirulin or lollipop is a candy or sweet cone-shaped and colorful.  It has a stick to grab it.  In Colombia we also tell
lollipop.

pirulo
Colombina, chocolate, sweet stick.  It can also mean breasts, breasts or clay pot.  Colloquially year, 365-day life cycle,
wheel. 

pirulos
It is the plural of pirulo.  In Colombia is a sweet cone shaped and with a stick.  It also tells pirulin, pirulito, Lollipop or
lollipop (it is different to the Columbus or chocolate, which is round).  It also tends to be a clay pot in which fresh water is
conserved.  In the southern cone is used as synonymous with age, years and of skinny, slim, enjuto.  Arete's thin,
tapered and elongated shape.

pirúes
Pirues is a plural of piru.  In guarani means skinny, thin, dry.  It is also a class medium trees.

pirwa
It is a word in quechua language meaning arrume, ruma, apilonamiento, lot, put one thing on top of another several
times.  Stack, arrumar.  Used in Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia m.

pirwalla pirwa



The correct term is Pirway or Pirwaya pirwa pirwa.  They are words in quechua language that mean crowding,
accommodate, stacked neatly.  Barn, troje or troja where stacked or stored products.

pisa
Inflection of stepping, which means to crush with the foot.  Name of a town in northern Italy, famous for its sloping tower.
 Name given to the portion of grape or olive that is crushed.  Also in Education is the acronym for the Programme for
International Student Assessment or the OECD International Programme for The Assessment of Students (Oecd for
Economic Cooperation and Development).

pisamal
In Colombia it is a way to call a forest where the pasts abound.  The psame is a woody and ornamental tree, which also
receives other names such as buffalo, poró, ceibo buffalo or cambmbulo.  Its scientific name is Erythrina poeppigiana
and belongs to the fabaceae family. 

pisamira
Name of a Colombian indigenous people, residing in the Department of Vaupés.  A language spoken by this same
people and belonging to the Tukano Linguistic Family.  The people as such are also known as Pisatapuyo and Wasöna,
and their language is also known as Pápiwa and Pápihua.  There are very few left and almost all of them have migrated
to Mitú. 

pisao
It means stepped on, crushed.  Type of patacón widely consumed in Colombia. 

pisca
In Colombia is the female of pisco, Turkey or gallopavo.  The scientific name is Meleagris gallopavo and belongs to the
family Phasianidae.  It also receives the names of chompipe, totole, guanajo and cocono.

piscatl
The term pizcatl, pitzcalt or pixcatl is more suitable.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin that means collecting, harvesting,
choose.  More suitable for mean collecting grains or harvest grains, such as beans, maize, chia.

piscigranja
A fish farm is a farm where fish farming or aquaculture activities are carried out. Farm where fish are grown in ponds.

piscina
It is a pond or water tank, built with concrete walls and of various shapes, which is used for bathing and swimming.  It is
a characteristic urban element of Venetian architecture.  Name of a town and a comune of Italy, belonging to the
Province of Turin, in the Piedmont Region.  Name given to a vessel in churches for ablution. 

piscinazo
Dip in a pool, bath in a pool, swim.  By extension simulation of missing by a player.  Diving, diving. 

piscinero
In Colombia he is the person in charge of the maintenance of a swimming pool.  Colloquially, football player who lives
simulating faults against him.



piscingo
It's one of the common names of a duck.  In Colombia we also call it yaguazo , g'iri, pisingo , suirirí , chiriría , pijije ,
pichichi , pichiche , duck whistle.  Its scientific name is Dendrocygna autumnalis and belongs to the family Anatidae .

pisco
In Colombia is a slang and derogatory way of referring to an unknown man and that generates distrust.  It is a type of
liquor distilled, mostly in Peru, although it also exists in Chile, Guatemala and Honduras.  Colombia is another way to
call Turkey, gallipavo, chompipe, guanajo, cocono or Turkey: its scientific name is Meleagris gallopavo and belongs to
the family Phasianidae.  It is the name of a city (and port) and a province in the Department of Ica (Peru).

piscolabis
I mean frugal, light meal, snack.  Snack, snack, collation, snack, tea, 9s, mediasnueves, mediamanana, something.

pisillo
The nature is a typical dish from the Llanos examining.  It is basically dry, salt and shredded, meat of capybara, (also
called capybara, capybara capybara) with egg.  The meat has been dried and salted previously in blocks called.  Nature
is also done with other meats that may shred or fray and you can add spices and ingredients to taste (Toyo, cachirre,
lapa, Armadillo, chicken).  This meat or nature can be used even as filling of empanadas, arepas, or cakes.

pisingo
It's another way to call a variety of duck.  It is also known as piche, suiriri, g'iri, pijije, pichiche, goire, chirría, duck whistle.
 Its scientific name is Dendrocygna autumnalis and belongs to the family Anatidae .  It is also a nursing implement,
usually plastic or metallic that serves as a night urinal for the sick.  It is also called duck or urinal.

pisivoro
The correct term is Piscivore.  It means that it feeds on fish.  Eating fish.

piso
It means soil or lower part.  Action and effect of stepping .  Each of the levels or platforms of a building.  In some
countries it also means apartment. 

pispa
In Colombia it means beautiful, beautiful, beautiful.  Nice.

pispas
In Colombia, pispa plural.  It means pretty, pretty, beautiful, elegant.  It can also be an expression that means in a
moment, very fast, light.

pispás en un pispás
Pispás or in a pispás means in an instant, in a very short period of time, instantaneously.  Immediately , already . 

pispiote
De menra vulgar in Spain, means male sexual organ, penis, virile member. 



pispireto
In Colombia and Mexico it means striking, attractive, lively, cheerful, flirtatious.  It shows a lot of joy or happiness.  Pispo
, nice .  It is also the name of a song by Alibi Music on the album Electro Latin. 

pispiretos
Plural of pispireto .  In Colombia and Mexico it means striking, attractive, lively, cheerful, flirtatious.  They show a lot of
joy or happiness.  Pispos, pretty.  It can also refer to large and beautiful eyes.  

pispito
It's a delicate wake-up call to a little boy.  In Colombia, diminutive pispo, which means nice, cute, elegant, well dressed.

pispo
In Colombia to say very well-dressed, elegant, sexy, beautiful, titino, distinguished, beautiful.

pista
Evidence, trace, trace or marks that remains of something.   Tread.  Road, highway, highway.  Court, trail or Esplanade
to make sport.  Range of cycling runs in gated and usually are speed tests.  Asphalt or Esplanade tape where land
aircraft or airplanes.  Aerodrome, airport.  Band or tape with musical support and text of the songs to guide us in the
karaoke.  A series of events which lead to clarify an investigation, evidence, and data.

pista
Evidence, trace, trace or marks that remains of something.   Tread.  Road, highway, highway.  Court, trail or Esplanade
to make sport.  Range of cycling runs in gated and usually are speed tests.  Asphalt or Esplanade tape where land
aircraft or airplanes.  Aerodrome, airport.  Band or tape with musical support and text of the songs to guide us in the
karaoke.  A series of events which lead to clarify an investigation, evidence, and data.

pistacho
Name given to the dried fruit of the alfóncigo (alfónsigo) or pistachio.  The scientific name of the plant is Pistacia vera
and belongs to the Anacardiaceae family. 

pistear
In Colombia means to follow, investigate, monitor.  Subject someone to relentless and permanent follow-up, usually
because they are suspected of doing something improper.

pistero
relative to the track.  A cyclist dedicated to track competencies.  In Colombia, it is also the same as Columbian,
hematoma in one eye, eye purple by a coup.  Ecchymosis.

pisto
It can mean wealth, money, silver.  It is also a broth made with meat juice, consommé.  Crushed, crushed, crushed.  It is
also a way of preparing eggs for breakfast (scrambled, parakeets). 

pistola
Type of gun, similar to the revolver but more fine lines and are recharged by several projectiles through a bedroom. 
Gesture by way of insult that is made with hands, arching your index and ring fingers, leaving half the finger stiff heart,



means "If you no jodas" or "Yes, see!", "mamola".

pistolita
It is a diminutive of gun.  Special women's firearm.

pistón
Central part of a bullet's bushing, where the fulminant goes.   Important part of an engine, pump or cylinder that with its
movement drives fluid or fuel.  Plunger.

pistraje
It refers to an infusion of herbs (herbs), preparation of herbs or vegetable juices.  Prepared that makes take a witch . 
Chalk, concoction, concoction, drink. 

pita
Colombia is another way to call the piola, rope or hemp twine.  Also in Colombia is a surname.  Colloquially life.  Kind of
something fermented bread.  Inflection of pitar.  It means whistle, blow a whistle or horn.

pitallo
pitallo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "The organ pipe Cactus" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
the organ pipe cactus. It is a village in the municipality of Cuajinicuilapa in the State of Guerrero in Mexico.planta which
produces the Pitayas or Pitahayas. Hylocereus megalanthus or Selenicereus species are undatus and belong to the
family Cactaceae ( 41 cacti;. Dragon fruit are called and they are native to America.

pitanza
It means food, food, nutrient.  Food ration that is supplied to people.  Sustenance. 

pitbull
It is the name of a breed of dogs of American origin.  Literally the Word from the English language can translate
boneless bull or bone-breaking bull.  It refers to its high bite pressure, it can reach about 250 PSI.  It is slightly heavy
and robust.  Many countries consider this breed dangerous.  In the United States it has been prepared for illegal dog
fighting.  Stage name of a rapper singer, whose real name is Armando Christian Pérez.  Nickname of Chilean footballer
Gary Medel. 

pitch
Pitching, an action that the pitcher executes in the game of baseball.  It is a term of English origin. 

pite
Inflection of Pitar.  Blow a whistle or Horn of a vehicle.  Boo, whistle, rechiflar, protest, failing. Small piece, minimum
portion of something.

pitera
It can be the exit hole of a hive or honeycomb.  Pin's nest.  Wound to the forehead caused by a strong blow.  Hole in the
roof that causes a leak.



pitero
In Central America it is one of the common names given to the armadillo, gurre or cachicamo.  Mulita, tatu. 

piti
It can mean cigarette.  Nickname of a Spanish player who currently plays in the Lamia of Greece.  Its full name is
Francisco Medina Luna .  In Chile it means short-sighted, blind.  In English and finance, PITI stands for "Principal ,
interest , taxes and insurance", the basic elements of the monthly payment of a credit.  

pitia
Pitia mean fortune teller.  It was the name of the priestesses who interpreted the answers from the Oracle of Delphi.

piticlina
It is the feminine of Piticlin.  It means money, currency, cash, denarius.  Used in Chile.  Interestingly it is also used as
the name of woman in Venezuela.

piticlinis
In Cuba it means cash, silver.  Varo, marmaja.

pitico
Dick diminutive.  In Colombia pitico also means a very small fraction of something.  Tris, piece, little piece. 

pitidos
Each of the sounds emitted by a dick or by a whistle.  Whistles.

pitillo
In Colombia tube, canute or straw that is used to sip liquids.  Colloquially tall and too thin person.  In Spain cigarette. 
Pitillo is also the surname of an American actress named María Pitillo.

pitiña
It's a Galician meal.  In essence it is pita bread with Galician meat, onion, garlic, jalapeños, tomato, parsley, lettuce.  It is
similar to a Kebab.

pitiñoso: ojos pitiñosos
It means squinting.  They're asleep.

pitiriasis alba
It is a skin disease that manifests itself with whitish spots on the skin, also called cloths.  It is often caused by excessive
exposure to the Sun, dryness of the skin.  It is with moisturizers, it also receives names such as erythema and impetigo.

pitis
It is the name of a station on the Metro de Madrid.  It is located in the Mirasierra area.

pitito



It's a form of diminutive dick.  Pitico.  Diminutive of dick, which means pyphane, whistle.  It is used like this in Mexico. 

pitío
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia means bellow of the bull.  Beep action and effect.

pito
In Colombia it means whistle, Fife or arbitrator.  Colombia is also an insect of the family Reduviidae (are not
mosquitoes).  Also known as vinchuca, chirimacha.  I chip or bug black.  They are blood-sucking and it can be vector of
trypanosomiasis or Chagas disease.  Its scientific name is Triatoma infestans and the Protozoan parasite that can be
transmitted is the Trypanosoma cruzi.  Inflection of pitar.  It means whistle, referee.

pitoba
It is the name of a tourist resort in Balí.

pitonisa
In Colombia it means witch, sorceress, magician, fortune teller.  Woman who guess the luck.  Clairvoyant,
parapsicologa.

pitoniso
Male fortune teller.  Magician, person who predicts the future, adivinador.  I guess, clairvoyant, clairvoyant.

pitora
It is one of the common names of a very venomous snake.  It is also known as naucaya, velvet, yellow beard,
mahuaquite or Ikbolay.  In Colombia it is called mapanare, talla equis, equis, mapaná or cuatro noses.  Its scientific
name is Bothrops asper and it belongs to the family Viperidae.  

pitorliua
It is one of the common names of a bird in northern Spain (Catalonia).  It is also called totovia, totovia lark, calandria
totovia, cotorliu, pitoliu.  Its scientific name is Lullula arborea and it belongs to the family Alaudidae (larks and calandria).
 It is also the name that was used in that same region for a ghost that lived in a cave (Catalan mythological character). 

pitorreo
In Colombia we use it as a synonym of silbatina, mockery, mockery, chanza, disappointment and banter.

pitos
It may be plural of pito.  It is a musical instrument that produces a single note repeated and long.  It is an instrument
used to whistle by judges in several sports.  Also in Colombia means silbatina, whistles.  Whistles, fifes.  By extension,
also in Colombia, it is also synonymous with judges or referees.  In some other countries and vulgar way it means penis,
virile member.

pitoste
It means ball, fight, noise, scuffle, uproar. 

pitón



It means Horn, horn or cacho.  Adjustable hose nozzle.  One of the common names of an Asian, also called giant snake
devours men.  Name of an ancient Egyptian city, also known as Heroopolis.  In Greek, Monster mythology in the form of
a giant serpent.  In colloquial way nipple, it teta.

pitraco
Despicable meat parts of a slaughtered semoviente.  Poor quality meat in which the skin abounds.  In Colombia and
especially in the Eastern Plains it is called chilango.  Piltrafa . 

pitrinchi
It is a kind of liquor of very artisanal elaboration, which is obtained from the mixture of alcohol and cane extract.  In
Colombia there is something similar called chirrinche. 

pits
This English word has many meanings.  It is the plural of pit.  It may be workshop, pit, pit, pit, well, abyss, mouth, mine,
hell, trap, quarry.  Boxes.

pituca
It is one of many names that receives a plant of edible tubers.  The name pituca, bituca or onkucha, receives it in Peru. 
It is also known as taro, otoe, bituca,ñampí, papa China , malanga , bore , ocumo, cará .  Its scientific name is Sculpted
Colocasia and belongs to the family Araceae.

pituchas
Plural of pitucha.  In Colombia are some small ants which are very aggressive.  Their bite is quite painful.  It is also
known as blight.  Its scientific name is Rattus Rattus and belongs to the family Formicidae.  In Puerto Rico it is called
white lead, hormiguilla.  In Colombia, the word is also used to designate persons of small body, stature.

pitufar
It has several meanings or uses: is to speak with high-pitched child's voice.  Making trifles.  Painted blue.  Let the
children have fun in a park.  allow children to make mischief.

pitufo
In Colombia it is used as synonymous with small, short stature.  Also squeaky voice person.  By extension : child,
toddler, infant, child.  Nickname of a former Colombian football player named Anthony William of Avila Charris.  We also
called him "The Pipe."  Character of a European comic strip of blue leather and short stature. 

pituita
It means mucus, mucus, secretion of mucous membranes, especially nasal.

pituto
In Chile it means connector, plug.  It can also mean electrical insulating element. 

piuria
It means there is presence of pus or matter in the urine.  It is a symptom that reflects a severe kidney infection.



piva
It is the name of a river which forms the border between Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina.  It is also the name
of a dam and a lake which is n the same river.  There is also a town and a monastery bearing the same name.  The Piva
River is also called "the river of five names".

pivijayero
It means that he is a native of Pivijay a Colombian municipality in the Department of Magtdalena.  Concerning the
municipality of Pivijay .  It is also a way of saying that made with products of the Indian laurel tree or pivijay, of the
Moraceae family and scientific name Ficus microcarpa or that it has the characteristics of this tree (which grows very
fast or produces a lot of food for birds). 

pivoteo
Pivot inflection .  In Colombia it means bouncing.  make you jump.  Make a ball jump on the ground.  In widespread use,
basketball is an action or play in which one of the tall players plays a bridge or pin for another teammate to face.  In
football, it is also a similar move, where the tall or well-placed player lowers a ball in a center for a teammate to receive
and make a level shot and try to score. 

pixelar
It means blurring or censoring an image.  It also means distributing an image in very small parts, expanding or enlarging
an image too much. 

pixi
It is the name of a British cosmetics brand. His business maxim is that their products are designed to enhance the
natural beauty.

pixides
It means in Latin small box (usually ceramic).  They can also be called Pixis or Pyxide.  It has uses such as
cosmetiquera, chest or jeweler and in the Catholic Church to carry oils, oils or ostias.  In the old town they were also
wooden chests.

pixidio
In Botany is the name of one of the fruit classes.  It is characterized by being dry and capsule-like.  They are dehiscent,
so they burst when they mature to release the seeds.  Examples include some beleños and the Amazon chestnut or
Brazil nut.

pixis
Surname of a German composer and pianist.  His full name was Johann Peter Pixis. 

pixtón
In Guatemala, it is the same as Pupusa, Arepa, Maia thick Tortilla.  There are also rice Pixton.

piyar
In Asturian language it is catch or grab something in the air.  It is also apiyar, to light fire by spark (roce of flint).  Pillar
with ll, seize, take, discover, buy, find, find, understand, understand, catch.



piyino
piyino is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pillino or Pillin" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Pillino or
mischievous character. It means clever.

piyte
It is a variety of also of the very typical elote of the State of Chiapas, in Mexico.

pizarreo
Inflection of slate, which means to alter, falsify, adulterate.  Cheat.  Action and effect of whiteboarding.  Adulteration,
counterfeiting, cheating.  It can also be writing on a whiteboard or board (where it can be easily erased). 

pizarro
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a Spanish town, in the Province of Cáceres, which belongs to the
municipality of Campo Lugar.  is of Basque origin.  Surname of a Peruvian footballer, named Claudio Pizarro.  Last
name of a Spanish conquistador named Francisco Pizarro.  Name of a Colombian town in the Department of Chocó
(Lower Baudó ). 

pizarrón
Augmentative of slate .  Name given to a waxed, flat, vertical and usually square or rectangular surface, where it is
written or drawn with chalk or marker.  It is reusable. Panel. 

pizca
In Colombia it means very small piece or small amount of something.  Small portion, very small amount.

pizco
It means minimal portion of something.  Tris, pinch.  Pinch on the skin.

pizero
Pizer is incorrectly written, and should be written as pizza.  being its meaning: Pizero or better still pizza is the person
who prepares, sells or transports home delivery pizzas.  That leaves painted teeth bite.

pizeta
It is a laboratory implement that serves to wash your hands.  Piseta is also used.  It has other names such as washing
bottle or washing flask.

pizote
It is one of the common names given in Central America to the coati, cusumbo or guache.  Its scientific name is Nasua
nasua and it belongs to the family Procyonidae.  It is arboreal and feeds on insects, small mammals and reptiles and
fruits. 

pizzeta
It is a diminutive of pizza.  Small pizza.  It is a typical Italian dish, consisting of a cake made with flour, flat and round to
which various dressings and ingredients are placed.  It is prepared in the oven. 



pía
PIA is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Pia ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a name of Latin origin
woman and means the pious.  Pius male version.  name of several Popes.  It is synonym of Merciful, devout, religious,
pious, faithful, beata, kindly, compassionate.

pícara
In Colombia it has two different meanings.  It can mean nice, ironic, cunning, stingy, malicious, naughty, friendly, sparky,
it is entertaining or cheerful.  It also means cheating, bribona.  pilla, criminal, tunante, deer, thief, thief. 

pícaro
In Colombia it has two different meanings.  It can mean ironic, cunning, stingy, malicious, naughty, sympathetic, sparky,
it is nice or cheerful.  It also means rascal.  crook, sly, sly, thief, crook. 

pícea
Common name of a tree.  It is one of the common names given to the fir tree (Abies alba of the family Pinaceae).  It is
also known as common spruce, white spruce, scotch spruce, spruce, sapino, pinabete, abetuna. 

pícher
The correct term is pitcher.  In slang, baseball is synonymous with serpentinero, launcher.  The player who starts the
baseball games.

pícnico
In Medicine means obese, fat, overweight.  It is the biotype of people who exercise little or sedentary.  They are usually
also short in stature which makes them look plump.

pífano
In Colombia is synonymous with pito or whistle.  Kind of flute or Piccolo.  Also of arbitrator or judge wearing a whistle,
referee (referee).

píldora
It is a type of medicine in the form of lentil, ball or tablet.  In Colombia it is synonymous with tablet, pepa, jelly, tablet,
tablet, pasta.  Medicinal product administered orally in tablet form.  In popular slang, it is also the way to refer to the
contraceptive pill, contraceptive.  It is also called pill to an information that is supplied in small paragraphs.  Note , note . 

píleo
Kind of antique felt hat.  Small hat .  In Ornithology it is the technical way of calling the tops of the heads of birds.  Tuft or
crown . 

pínfano
It can mean pito, whistle or piccolo.  Fife.  Name given in Extremadura to the mosquito, long-legged mosquito or buzzing
mosquito.  Larguitucho, stilt, very tall and thin person.  In Colombia we also use in this case whistle or snake whistle. 

pípila
It was the nickname that was known to Juan José de los Reyes Martínez Amaro a mestizo, who participated in the
independence of Mexico, under orders of Hidalgo.  Died of silicosis as workgroup much time as barretero in mines.



pírgano
Strip or stem of the palm tree used in basketry.  Palm leaf rachis. 

pírrica
Victoria's narrow margin and expensive.  That it has no more merit.  Painful, questionable.

písamo
In Colombia it is one of the common names of a tree.  It is also called buccaneer, poró, bucare ceibo or camibou.  Its
scientific name is Erythrina poeppigiana and belongs to the fabaceae family.

pítimas
Plural of pythyma .  It means drunkenness, drunkenness, melopea.  Temporary disorder of physical and mental abilities
caused by excessive alcohol consumption. 

pla
It is a polymer which is used to make biodegradable containers.  It is an abbreviation or acronym of polylactic or
polylactic acid lactic.  PLA and Pla, is also a Spanish surname of catalan origin.  José Antonio Plá, was an Argentine
footballer of the America de Cali, playing flywheel (1972).

placa
Colombia has many meanings: can be the registration of a vehicle, logo or insignia.  It may be a scab, coating, film or
plate, a sign, notice or advertisement, a sheet, iron or sheet metal and an x-ray.

placebo
It is a type of innocuous or inert medicine that generates a feeling of well-being for a patient but does not actually cure
their ills.  They are used as control elements of a clinical trial.

placenteras
It means that produce pleasure, they are welcome.  Enjoyable, nice, pleasant, placid.

placer
It is the feeling that you have when it occurs or is perceived something that is our pleasure and satisfaction.  It is
synonymous with pleasure, delight, joy, joy, taste, charm, Bliss, complacency, sensuality and fun.

placeros
In Colombia is synonymous of greengrocer, seller of a square or Gallery.  It is associated with rude, warlike, and
ordinary people.  Vulgar, crude.  Related to the square or the gallery.

placio
Palace is incorrectly written and should be written as "He willed, he pleased." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
willed.  It is the same thing that pleased.  It is an inflection of pleasure.  Feeling of pleasure or satisfaction.

placita
You mean little placita.  Diminutive of square.  In Latin it means right. 



plagoso
A person of ill-repute, evildoer.  Site where there are many pests ( mice, bugs, snakes, larvae, etc 41.  In Colombia and
especially in Casanare, plagoso refers to a land where there are many snakes and by extension a terrain where there
are many weeds.

plagueo
In Paraguay, it's the same as grumbling.  Talking between your teeth and anejously.  Not pronouncing words well or
making comments in a confused voice. 

plaguicidas
It is a generic term to define the chemicals that are used to kill or eradicate pests of any environment (home, crops,
human body, livestock, etc.)  )  .  There are in different forms such as liquids, baits, wettable powders, pills or tablets,
creams or shampoos.  They can be garrapaticidas, nematicides, rodenticides, fungicides, etc.  They are products that
should be handled with care given its high toxicity, many are carcinogenic, teratogenic, have residual and mortals. 
Plague called an animal that proliferates and affects crops or production, animal or human health.

plan
It can mean model, system, strategy, program, project, sketch, schematic, idea, intent, purpose, conjure, machination. 
Flat, flat, flat, plain.  It is also the name of a Spanish municipality, which is located in the Shire of Sobrarbe, Province of
Huesca, in northern Spain. 

plan b
It means alternative, second option, escape route.  Situation that can provide us with a viable alternative, when we
notice that our first response is not effective.

planada
It means plain, flat and extensive land, plan.  Plain, plain, savannah.  It is usually a flat terrain, with little vegetation and
the soil covered with grass or grass. 

planadas
It means plains, flat lands, flat land, flattened, flattened lands.  Plural flat, meaning plain, plan, flat and extensive terrain. 
Name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the Department of Tolima. 

planalto
Name of the Presidential Palace of Brazil, that is, its seat of government.  In Brazil, it is the name of a municipality
belonging to the State of Rio Grande do Sul.  It is also the name of an ecoregion of Brazil, with very special
characteristics : it is an extensive plateau and contains the large massif.  It is also called the Brazilian Plateau.

planchar
In Colombia, smooth garments with an iron.  Uns wrinkle, stretch.  Crush, flatten, press, flatten.  In Cuba it also means
eliminating, abolishing, dismissing, killing. 

plancito
Diminutive plan.  It means project, program, idea, intent.  In Colombia plan or plan can also be a flat or flat terrain of little
extension.  Colloquial way to call it a playful activity.



planckia
It means dedicated to Planck (Max Planck, the German physicist), in honor of Planck.  It is the name of an asteroid
(1069), which was initially named 1927 BC, by astronomers.  It has a curious shape resembling a brick or cobblestone. 

planeador
Very light aircraft which has no engine and flying following air currents.  To soar, it is usually towed by another plane.

planear
In Aeronautics, it means flying without an engine or with them off, taking advantage of thermal currents.  It also means
organizing, projecting, ideating, planning

planeta
It is a celestial body, usually spherical and of great mass, that revolves around a star, in addition to not producing light of
its own. 

planificando
It's a planning inflection.  In Colombia it means using contraceptives to avoid unwanted pregnancies.  Plan, schedule.

plano de inundación
It is the same as mirror of water from a flood. It is the area that it is estimated will be occupied by the waters of a flood.
Surface water. Maximum water area. Flooded area.

planos
Plural of plane.  Drawings of maps or representing a structure that will be build.  Drawings, maps.  Scaled drawings.

planta
Vegetable organism.  In Colombia it is synonymous with floor, level or electric generator.  In architecture is a flat
platform or horizontal section of a building or construction.  It can also mean factory.  Sole, lower part of the foot, part of
the body that makes contact with the soil when walking.

planta de pié
Bottom of the foot making contact with the ground while walking.

planta guata pajarito es medicinal
In Colombia there are two plants that are called wadding and bird.  Both are for medicinal use.  The bird, is a parasitic
plant is used in homoeopathy among other things to increase defenses  Its scientific name is Viscum album.  It is also
called visco, Holly and mistletoe.  It is the family Santalaceae.  Wadding is another name given to the dandelion is a
plant of the family Asteraceae which has medicinal uses.  In Chile there are several medicinal plants called wadding and
there wadding of lizard, pig wadding and padding bird, all are medicinal and the family Asteraceae.

planta guía
It is a term used in Botany to designate a vine, scender plant or climber.  They are plants with blatable stems that cannot
be supported on their own.  Tracker, guide.



plantación de alisos
It is a planted forest or forest artificial planted where trees of Alder 40 species; Alnus jorullensis or Alnus acuminata
family Betulaceae ).  Cultivation of alders.  This tree also we say chaquiro or ash.

plantar cara
Dealing with adverse situations with determination.  Face, fight, fight, face.

plantica
Diminutive of plant.  Plant or kill small.  Seedling, seedling.  Matica.

plantío
It can be the name of the cultivated land, a plot or a plantation.  Cultivation, planting, tillage, orchard, plot, plantation. 

plañidera
Woman who cries in a very outrageous way.  Llorona.  Woman who throws skinnys, sobs or screams of pain.

plañideras
Plural of plañidera .  Women who cry very outrageously.  Crying.  Women who throw skinny, sobs or screams of pain.

plañideros
It is the male mourners.  People who are dedicated to mourn all whiners.  Willows, whiny, sobbing, supplicants,
gemidores.

plañido
Plaintive cry.  It means moaning, whining, supplication, I pray you, weeping, sobbing, cry, lament, complaint, whining,
crying.

plañir
It means to cry, to emit groans, to emit laments.  Complaining, lamenting, sobbing, crying.  Moaning, moaning,
squealing, moaning. 

plaqueta
Small plate, plate, sheet metal.  In medicine and biology is the same as platelets.  small fragments of the cytoplasm that
lack core.  Its function is to form clots to heal the wounds.

plaquetaria
Relative to platelets.  They are integral blood flow cells important in the clotting process and in hemorrhage control.

plasta
In Colombia it means poop, shit, excrement.  Soft dough, very thick and sticky.  Something report and crushed, usually
the product of something that falls and is deformed by the blow.  Boñiga, soft manure. 

plastazo



In Colombia it's a very strong fall.  Hit that is received when you fall heavily. 

plasticariano
It is a collective of people who aims to eradicate the use of plastic (especially bags) from their lives.

plastificador
Apparatus by means of the cula can be plasticized ( place a lining or plastic covering to a document). 

platacho
It is a way of calling in Chile a trowel or palustre.  is a tool used to flatten, smooth or smooth cement during construction.
 It is a derivative and derogatory dish. 

plataforma
It is a type of horizontal board, flat and constructed of compact and resistant material, usually at a slightly higher level of
the ground.  It is used to place heavy items in it.  Platform , plank, stage , parquet flooring , platform , base , base ,
grandstand . 

platal
In Colombia it means fortune, flow, millonada, banknote, high sum of money, silver pile, money.

platanillo
It is a plant of family Marantaceae that in Mexico say you also Kento, popal, hojal, bojillo, rosarioo, pehuajó, huajo,
caporuno.  Its scientific name is Thalia geniculata.  In Colombia there is another plant that we say platanillo, but its
scientific name is Heliconia bijai, which we also say bijao, belongs to the family Heliconiaceae.  Both are used in their
countries to wrap cheese, meats or tamales.

platanito
Banana diminutive.  Small banana.  It's also another way to call the dwarf banana or sandwich.  Artistic name of a
Mexican comedian whose real name is Sergio Alejandro Verduzco Rubiera. 

platea
It means lower part of a theatre.  Site near the curtain.  Dish.

platenses
It means born, resident or related to La Plata.  You can refer to the city of La Plata in Argentina or to the municipality of
La Plata in the Department of Huila in Colombia.  In Colombia to the natives of La Plata say Platenses or Platenos. 
Related to the Río de La Plata.

plateño
In Colombia it can mean origin of Plato.  in the Department of Magdalena or also originally from La Plata, in the
Department of Huila.  La Plata in Argentina is called Platenses. 

plateños
It means afside, resident or related to La Plata.  La Plata is the name of a Colombian municipality in the department of



Huila.

plateo
In agriculture and forestry Sciences it is the activity of cleaning in circle, weeds around a plant, a shrub or a tree.  It is
called so the clean space is in the form of dish.

platero
Specialized jeweler to work filigree in silver, silver jewelry.  It also means silver or the size of a dish.  Name of a donkey. 
in a work of Juan Ramón Jimenez.

platija
It is one of the common names of a sole-like fish.  It's flat, it lives in the backgrounds and nothing on the side.  He's got
both eyes on the same side.  Its scientific name is Platichthys flesus and belongs to the family Pleuronectidae . 

platija pez teleosteo marino anacanto
Definition of sole .  They are common names of the fish popularly known as sole.  It is characterized by being flat and
having both eyes on the same face.  Cod and hake are also called anacanto and the word means spinesless.

platillo
Diminutive of plate .  UFO or Frisbee.  Dessert, sweet, or food served after a meal.  Nice or exquisite food. 

platillo volador
It is a more common way to call alien ships or better known as UFOs (unidentified flying objects).  Flying plate. 

platimiode
The correct term is Platinoide, is a group of similar to Platinum 40 chemical elements; PT ) and formed with ruthenium
40 elements; Ru ) Rhodio ( RH ) PD ( PS ) osmium ( 41 Os; e 40 Iridium; go ). Platinoide is also an alloy with copper 40
metals; CU ) nickel ( Or ) and Zinc ( Zn ).


